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1 INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This report covers work performed under Atomics Inter

national Purchase Order N052 VS-330011 and in accordance 

with study objectives specified in a letter from J. R. Wetch to 

R. M, Salter dated 16 April 1960. The study objectives were 

defined in terms of four primary task groups which are listed 

in the following sec t ion , 

1,1 Task Statement 

Task I - To ascertain what useful satel l i te 

and/or space missions may be 

accomplished with the SNAP 2, 

8 and 10 power systems within 

the 1960-1970 time period. Par

ticular emphasis should be given 

to peaceful applications as 

opposed to strictly military ob

ject ives . 

Task II - To delineate useful satel l i te and / 

or space missions which would 

most profitably employ nuclear 

power sources and to establish 

the power requirements and time 

periods in which such missions 

would be feas ible . Both military 
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and commercial applications should 

be considered. 

Task III - To ascertain what restr ict ions are 

imposed upon various payloads as 

a result of having a nuclear power 

system on board due to configuration, 

radiat ion, hot radiator, e t c . To 

scope as far as possible radiation 

tolerances and sens i t iv i t ies , tem

perature capabil i t ies and heat d i s s i 

pation requirements of the specific 

payloads delineated in Tasks I and 

11. 

Task IV - To invest igate the general vehicle 

integration and installation require

ments of the SNAP 2 and 10 power 

units from an operational point of 

v iew. Particular- emphasis should 

be given to defining the limitations 

imposed on these power systems by 

the specific vehicles and missions 

that are considered. The es t ab l i sh 

ment of structural requirements and 

limitations of various geometrical 

configurations will be considered. 

This analys is will be limited to 

2 -
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missions in the 1960-1970 time period. 

The Atlas-Agena B satel l i te vehicle 

will be employed as a datum for vehicle 

sys tems, although some look at the 

Atlas-Centaur and Saturn applications 

will be made, 

1.2 The Approach 

The approach to the study has been to first define, 

insofar a s poss ible at th is t ime, the space flight programs of this 

country. In this respect both formal and informal definitions of 

scient i f ic , military and commercial applications of space flight 

have been examined. The outgrowth of this examination has r e 

sulted in defining a reasonably large group of missions and appl i 

cat ions which can , when taken in toto, be considered to be the 

"probable space flight program of this country for the 1960-1970 

time period" . 

Independent cf the definition of the space flight 

program, the capabi l i t ies and limitations of SNAPs now in deve l 

opment and, in general , capabi l i t ies and limitations of SNAP-type 

systems which may be projected in future designs have been ex 

amined and compared with other types of APU sys tems . 

A correlation of APU requirements associa ted with 

the space flight program and the capabil i t ies and limitations of 

present and future SNAP systems results in the definition of some 

specific missions and applicat ions where there is clearly a com

pelling need for SNAP un i t s , The same correlation a lso resul ts in 
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the definition of some specific missions where the SNAP system 

is strongly competitive with solar APU systems and the decision 

will rest with factors which are not yet clearly defined. There is 

a final category of specific missions where the correlation of r e 

quirements and capabi l i t ies and limitations clearly indica tes , 

either for technical or developmental time phasing reasons , that 

SNAP units are not appl icable . 

During the study period, results of a preliminary 

nature , concerning the applicabil i ty of SNAP units to commercial 

systems and, in particular, to a commercial communications s a t e l 

l i te system were furnished as was also a report on the applications 

of SNAP 2, 8 and 10 units to operational satel l i te systems in the 

1960 to 1970 time period. These preliminary results are incorpor

ated in this more comprehensive s tudy. 

In addition to the general study leading to the 

applicat ions of SNAP to space miss ions , the specific task of in 

tegrating SNAP 2 and SNAP 10 into a flight test package for tes t ing 

on the Agena vehicle was undertaken. Because of the complex 

nature of this latter t ask , only a general treatment has been given 

in this report in a manner which follows and is correlated with the 

foregoing study of missions and appl icat ions , A "first look" has 

a l so been taken at the integration problem with respect to At las-

Centaur and Saturn sys tems , 

1.3 Conclusions 

1.3,1 General Conclusions. 

The study has indicated that during 
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the latter part of the 19 60-1970 decade , power requirements for 

space vehicle APU will be considerably larger than they will be 

during the early part of the decade . These requirements will 

probably be from 1 to 5 kilowatts for unmanned vehicles and from 

5 to 50 kilowatts for manned veh ic l e s . These are APU require

ments and do not include requirements for power which may be 

assoc ia ted with the use of electr ic propulsion which will require 

power from 50 to 500 kilowatts and greater, SNAP units for the 

generation of power below 5 kilowatts will be in strong competi

tion with solar cel l APU sys tems . The decision to use one or 

the other of these two systems will result from an overall study 

of the total system in which the APU is to be used and in many 

ca se s economic factors (including reliability) and early ava i l 

abili ty will strongly influence the selection of the APU. 

Where power requirements are 

greater than 5 k i lowat ts , it would appear at this time that SNAP 

units are clearly the desirable choice , both from the standpoint 

of technical desirabi l i ty and economy of development and pro

duction. 

In a minimal sense both SNAP 2 

and SNAP 10 are required to demonstrate the feasibility and o p -

erability of SNAP power in orbiting veh ic les . Future development 

work on these units should be oriented to increase the maximum 

power output of both of these systems to place them into a more 

favorable competitive position with solar suppl ies . 

The present development time sca le 
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of SNAP units and lack of demonstrated operability in orbit has 

resulted in a situation where system designers tend to res is t the 

use of SNAP u n i t s . This res is tance can be expected to continue 

until orbital demonstrations of SNAP operability have become a 

real i ty . The present time sca le for flight test ing SNAP R & D 

units seems to be unduly long and should be shortened. 

It i s , therefore, the general conclu

sion that emphasis on present development work should be placed 

on an early demonstration of orbital operability of SNAP. Future 

development should be aimed at fulfillment of high power require

ments for APU and electr ic propulsion u s e . This development 

should take into account the fact that there will be need for its 

uti l ization in manned veh ic l e s . 

1.3.2 Conclusions concerning SNAP 2 . 

The outcome of early flight t e s t s 

must be satisfactory before system designers will undertake to 

make decis ions in favor of SNAP 2 in place of solar APU un i t s . 

If, then, the reliabil i ty and lifetime of SNAP 2 is highly favor

ab l e , there is a certain probability that system designers will 

be encouraged to choose SNAP 2 in place of solar systems for 

complex military payloads and for payloads such as a com-

sate l l i te system where the higher power available and resultant 

advantages in design simplification would provide economic j u s 

tification for the use of a SNAP uni t . An increase in the electrical 

power output of SNAP 2 to the 5 kilowatt level would permit this 

unit to claim the market for increasing APU power in the latter 
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half of the decade , in addition to holding a competitive position 

to golar units in meeting lower (1-3 kilowatt) power requirements. 

1 .3.3 Conclusions regarding SNAP 8. 

The power available from SNAP 8 is 

sufficient to provide for the uti l ization of electric propulsion for 

unmanned space miss ions . This application alone will provide 

a s izable market for SNAP 8 u n i t s . 

In addition the possibil i ty of a high 

power, long-lived communications satel l i te system for commer

cial intercontinental traffic, and the power demands of the earth 

sa te l l i te base and lunar bases will require nuclear power supplies 

at e lectr ical output levels such a s available from the SNAP 8 r e a c 

tor . Development of this unit should include consideration of the 

special ized conversion techniques and configurations that may be 

needed to bes t serve these appl ica t ions . 

1.3.4 Conclusions regarding SNAP 10^ 

The low power available from SNAP 10 

places it in a regime where it is in a weak competitive position 

with solar c e l l s . It seems likely that systems designers would not 

choose to use SNAP 10 unless a unique technical requirement 

appea r s . In the ca se of a Midas early warning satel l i te such a 

requirement might occur if a decis ion were made to harden the 

sa te l l i te agains t the effect of nuclear bursts designed to destoy 

solar cel l APU systems and thus cause failurs of the vehic le . 

Increases in the maximum power out

put of this type unit to 1-1.5 kilowatt appear warranted, despi te 
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inherent weight pena l t i e s , to better serve the strong preference 

in system design for s ta t ic conversion un i t s . The increased pay-

load capacity of the booster and vehicles systems which are pro

grammed to be in time phase with such stat ic units permit a c c e p 

tance of the weight disadvantage in favor of the benefits to be 

derived. 
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2 SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAMS 

2 .1 Introduction 

Requirements for SNAP usage must stem from 

bas ic space program requirements and a definition or ant ic ipa

tion of these is dependent upon an overall definition of the total 

U . S . space program in being and ant ic ipated. However, there is 

not now and probably never will be a formal integrated space pro

gram planned and administered a s such in the U . S . Therefore, 

in order to scope the total space effort in-t>eing and ant icipated, 

the various individual programs in being and planned must be 

compiled and analyzed to provide a reasonably comprehensive 

picture which can be called the U . S . Space Program. 

The specific programs which are in being and 

those which are anticipated can be grouped into three major c a t e 

gories: Scientific, Military and Commercial. The category of 

scientif ic space missions is essent ia l ly synonomous with the 

NASA program and will be examined as such. The military pro

gram with minor exceptions is and will probably continue to be 

a program of act ivi t ies planned and administered by the Air Force. 

The specific nature of commercial applications of space vehicles 

can only be dimly perceived at this t ime. However, the general 

concept of a commercial communications satel l i te seems to pro

vide at l ea s t one concrete example of a commercial application 

which will occur within a decade . 

There is a strong tendency to speculate about and 

enumerate a large number of possible space missions and appl ica -
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t i ons . This tendency has been purposely curbed in this study as 

tending to be misleading s ince the economy of the nation must of 

necess i ty limit the scope of actual space act ivi t ies to a small per

centage of those which are technical ly possible and even strongly 

des i rab le . The act ivi t ies and programs which are analyzed here 

are those which are in being and expected to continue, and those 

which appear to have a high probability of becoming active within 

the fiscal and polit ical framework foreseen for the next several 

y e a r s , 

2 .2 Scientific Space Exploration 

The NASA has within recent months defined a 

general program of scientific space exploration which it intends 

to follow during the 1960-1970 period. The foundation of the 

program is es tabl ished by the types and numbers of launching 

vehicles which will be ava i l ab le . Anticipated NASA vehicle 

launchings for the period are shown in Fig, 1 . At th is time 

the payload s tages to be flown with these vehicles are only 

vaguely defined for the period beyond 1962. However, it is 

reasonable to assume that these s tages will be configured to 

ut i l ize the available payload capabil i ty of the launch vehic le . 

The growth in payload capabi l i ty , i l lustrated by Fig. 2, t he re 

by gives some insight into the probable s izes of payload s tages 

which may evolve over the decade . 

The current program of NASA, as reflected in 

the following categories derived from FY 1961 budgetary presen

t a t ions , serves as a point of departure in describing the national 

- 10 -
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MAJOR VEHICLE LAUNCHINGS 

ANTICIPATED BY NASA 
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scientific space program of the next decade , 

NASA Research and Development Programs 

FY 1961 

Space Propulsion Technology 

Solid rockets 

Liquid rockets 

Nuclear systems 

Space power systems 

Electric Propulsion 

Vehicle Systems Technology 

Tracking and Data Acquisition 

Satell i te Applications 

Meteorological - Tiros 

Communications - Echo 

Manned - Mercury 

Space Investigation 

Sounding rockets 

Scientific data sa te l l i tes 

Lunar and Planetary explorations 

Vehicle Development 

Scout 

Delta 

Centaur 

Saturn 

The heterogeneity of the subjects shown above 

clearly demonstrates the youth of our national space program. 
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Dollar al locat ions assoc ia ted with these groupings show clearly 

the emphasis that is being placed on the Mercury program and d e 

velopment of the Saturn vehic le , the two key projects in e s t ab l i sh 

ing and extending U , S , programs for man in space . Recent NASA 

re leases describing i ts aspirat ions over the next ten-year period 

employ a new grouping of research program categor ies . These 

programs, as described in the following paragraphs, give evidence 

of reorientation during the next few years to more logically reflect 

the scientif ic space program as the principal objective of NASA. 

The Atmospheric Research Program is dedicated 

to the determination of the chemical constitution and atmospheric 

behavior (pressure, dens i ty , temperature, e tc . ) of the earth, the 

sun, the moon and the p l ane t s . Earth atmospheric research data 

i s being collected currently through employment of sounding r o c 

kets and bal l i s t ic vehicles . In addition, earth meteorological 

sc ience is being served by collection of data from the Tiros 

veh ic le . Upper atmosphere soundings with Scout will essent ia l ly 

complete the requirements visual ized at present . Solar a tmos

phere research will require penetration and impact trajectories 

employing such vehicles a s Atlas-Able, Atlas-Delta and At las-

Agena B. For the lunar program, 4-500 pound impact payloads 

such as may be delivered using the Agena B would first be r e 

quired, and later up to 4000 pound impact payloads may be d e 

livered by the Saturn veh ic l e . For planetary atmospheric r e 

search early impacts , near misses and planetary orbits may be 

attempted using Atlas-Centaur , later Saturn with upper s tages 
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powered either by conventional propulsion systems or electric 

propulsion, may be employed, both for orbits and impacts . 

The atmospheric and ionospheric research pro

grams would appear to be the first efforts to be completed in the 

next decade . The similarity of trajectories required to obtain 

the desired data indicates that the sensory devices for col lec t 

ing data for both of these programs will share payload space 

on the same veh i c l e s . In addit ion, these program payloads 

will probably be joined by measurement equipment of the ener

getic particles program described below. 

The ionospheric research program will have as 

i ts objective the determination of sources , natures and spacial 

distributions and behavior of the ionized regions of the solar 

system. Present data on the ear th 's ionosphere will be supple

mented by Project Echo balloon sate l l i te communication t e s t s . 

Earth ionospheric top sounding may be performed by an earth 

sate l l i te vehicle of the Agena B type which may in addition serve 

a s a space to earth communication relay station for collecting 

comparative communications data on transmissions both from 

space probes and lunar impacted radio t ransmit ters . The later 

flights would require either Agena B or Atlas-Centaur veh ic les . 

The Energetic Particle Research Program is self-

explanatory in i ts purpose. Data for this program may be obtained 

from earth sate l l i te instrumentation in addition to probe flights 

in the Van Allen regions followed by lunar sa t e l l i t e s . Later efforts 

will include lunar observatories and the collection of data from 
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planetary orb i t s . This program will probably be served by pay-

load sharing in Centaur, Agena B and Saturn vehicles as d e s 

cribed in the foregoing paragraphs. 

The Electric and Magnetic Fields Research Pro

gram and the gravitational fields research effort will emply high

ly eccentr ic earth, lunar and planetary orbits in addition to early 

probes and sounding rocket f l ights . Both the Thor and Atlas-

Agena B vehicles and the Centaur will be required for the long 

period orbital station requirements , 

The Gravitational Fields Research Program, in 

addition to sharing of payload capaci ty on the electric and mag

netic fields flights identified above, is visualized to include sur

face explorations after 1968 on the moon, which activity will r e 

quire use of the Saturn veh ic le . In addition, exploration of the 

gravitational fields of other regions of the solar sys tems, and per

haps other ga lax ies , are envisioned and wi l l , if performed, r e 

quire extremely high power levels and long power supply life to 

support electr ic propulsion units and long range communications 

equipment. 

The Astronomical Research Program has as i ts 

objective the establishment of a lunar astronomical laboratory 

for solar and stel lar observat ion. The lunar base required to meet 

this objective may be es tabl ished and served by Saturn-type veh i 

cles staging through an earth sa te l l i te s tat ion. Power requirements 

on both the sate l l i te stat ion and the lunar base may best be s a t i s 

fied by nuclear power supp l ies . The lunar base observatory is 
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preferred to the earlier sa te l l i te station astronomical laboratory 

s ince , in addition to being free of the ear th 's atmospheric f i l 

tration of ul t ra-viole t , the lunar station will a lso benefit from 

earth shielding of the base from sunlight during stellar obser 

vations . 

The Bio-Sciences Research Program centers upon 

the manned earth satel l i te station which will serve as a long term 

observatory for b io - sc iences in s p a c e . This mission, as indicated 

before, requires the Saturn veh ic le . To detect or deny the pre

sence of biological life on the other p lane ts , a series of recon

na i s sance research flights is visual ized employing Centaur and 

Saturn vehicles equipped with visual and IR sensing payloads. 

The Mercury project is not included as a part of the b io-sc iences 

program, but instead is considered a means to the end of e s t a b 

lishing man in both sa te l l i te station and lunar laboratories . 

Fig. 3 summarizes in tabular form the major por

tion of the scientific space program and identifies clearly the 

work horse role which will be played by the Agena, Centaur and 

Saturn veh ic l e s . Despite the fact that joint payloads will be 

employed when possible in obtaining data for each of the sever

al research programs, it can be seen from this Figure and from 

the planned schedule of NASA launchings that the scientific 

space program will be the most meaningful U . S . space under

taking over the next decade , 

2 ,3 The Military Space Program 

The military space program, for purposes of this study 
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SCIENTIFIC SPACE PROGRAM (NASA) 
1960-1970 
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Lunar Orbit 
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Lunar Explorations 

Electric & Magnetic 
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has been described and evaluated on an unclassified b a s i s . Con

siderations of bas ic program purposes together with logical system 

configurations and economic values have been used to establ ish 

the probable military program for the 1960-1970 decade . 

The WS 117L program which has been in progress 

through study and development efforts for the past decade will 

continue to be one of the most important military operations in 

connection with space act ivi t ies during the next decade . The 

117L program is essent ia l ly composed of three portions: the 

Midas program, the Samos program and the Discoverer program. 

The Samos program is aimed at establishing a 

network of survei l lance and reconnaissance sa te l l i tes capable of 

gathering data in the visual spectrum. The Midas program is aimed 

at establ ishing a network of sa te l l i tes capable of detecting b a l l i s 

t ic miss i les during the launching phase with infra-red instrumen

ta t ion. The Discoverer program consis ts of a ser ies of satel l i te 

firings to, provide data for advanced research and development. 

In addition to the 117L program, a major commun

icat ions sa te l l i te program has been established which is aimed 

at providing a network of communications relay stat ions on 24-

hour sa te l l i te orbits to provide a greatly increased long dis tance 

military communications sys tems . 

The Eyna-Soar program may eventually become an 

integrated part of the overall military space program. The advan

ced techniques of manned orbital flight and re-entry which will 

be pioneered by this program will supplement the work now being 
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done in the Mercury program. The sum total of the manned space 

flight effort seems to be aimed at supplying the necessary t ech 

nology for establ ishing a manned space station which can then be 

used for manned exploratory flights and eventually establishment 

of manned bases on the moon and p lane t s . 

In the 1960-1970 decade it is estimated that the 

probable military space program of launchings will be similar to 

that shown in Fig. 4 . This program of launchings is sufficient to 

es tabl ish and operate the Samos, Midas and com-satel l i te s y s 

tems and wil l , in addit ion, provide a research and development 

effort to support programs of manned space activity in the 1970-

1980 period. 

As indicated previously, the forthcoming nat ion

a l programs of man in space fall within the cognizance of NASA. 

Both polit ically and functionally (over the next decade) , it would 

appear desirable to maintain this identification, but at the same 

time it is necessary to es tabl ish our initial national military c a p 

abil i ty to claim, counter-claim and defend, if necessary , rights 

in s p a c e . Therefore it is anticipated that DOD, in particular the 

USAF, will participate c losely with NASA in evolving our manned 

space capabil i ty, including provision of personnel, planning, 

base and logist ic support and funds. As such the manned space 

ac t iv i t ies of the next decade may be considered a part of the mi l 

itary space program, an increasingly important part which will 

reflect i tself in the future posture of the Air Force. 
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MIUTARY SPACE PROGRAM 

VEHICLE LAUNCHINGS (UNCLASSIFIED ESTIMATE) 

1960-1970 

PROGRAM FISCAL YEAR 
62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 

TOTAL 

Samos 

Midas 

Com Sat (24-hr) 

Military R & D 10 
(Discoverer, 
Dyna-Soar, e t c . ) 

6 

6 

2 

10 

12 

12 

2 

3 

12 

10 

3 

3 

12 

8 

1 

5 

12 

5 

1 

5 

12 

5 

1 

5 

12 

5 

1 

6 

12 

5 

1 

8 

90 

56 

12 

45 

24 29 28 26 23 23 24 26 203 

This est imate of military space vehicle firings has been based 
on unofficial and unclassified reports of NASA and DOD budgets 
and Midas and Samos system descriptions contained in Aviation 
Week Magazine dated Jan. 28 , 1960, Fe . 8, 1960, May 2, 1960 
and May 30, 1960. No classif ied information was used in the 
preparation of th is es t imate . The authors have stringently guarded 
against educated select ion of published data to preclude compro
mises of retained security information from previous classified 
work. 

Fig. 4 
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2.4 Commercial Applications of Space Vehicles 

It is l ikely that by the late 1960's some of the 

overall system technology which has been developed by military 

and scientific space applications can be diverted to commercial 

sys t ems . Development of commercial applications i s , of course, 

dependent upon the establishment of economic need. At this time 

it appears that the only justifiable commercial system utilizing 

space vehicles would be a communication relay network. Studies 

have shown that component cost and operating cost may become 

such that a sa te l l i te system can provide cheaper and more reliable 

relay s tat ions than any other conceivable means, thereby provi

ding strong economic incentive for the establishment of a commer

cial communications satel l i te network. The concept of this type 

of system is covered in greater detail in Appendix C. 
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3 CHARACTERISTICS AND LIMITATIONS OF SNAP 

3.1 Introduction 

The character is t ics and design features of SNAP 

units now being developed have been covered in references 1, 2 

and 3 . Reference 1, as well as many other published papers , has 

a l so demonstrated that systems having an expected operating life 

greater than a few weeks must be supplied with power from nuclear 

or solar APU. The information contained in the referenced docu

ments will be assumed to be known and will not be repeated in this 

report . The following section is based on this assumption. 

3.2 Space System Character is t ics of SNAP Develop

ments 

The SNAP program has resulted in an outgrowth 

of Rand studies which formed the background of the 117L program. 

As such the SNAP program has been largely geared to 117L pro

gram requirements and specifically the character is t ics of SNAP 2 

evolved from early 117L system s tud ies . During these early s tu 

dies there was insufficient technical knowledge to make a choice 

between nuclear power supplies and solar power suppl ies . How

ever, the advent of Sputnik with the resulting speed-up of U . S . 

space programs and the low payload capabili ty of existing U . S , 

boosters resulted in the early development and flight tes t of solar 

power supp l i e s . This demonstrated capability of solar power 

suppl ies , together with other desirable aspec ts such as a re la 

tively high degree of freedom pertaining to design flexibility, and 

a lack of undesirable character is t ics such as attendant nuclear 
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radiation form strong incent ives for system designers to select 

solar APU supplies at an early point in their system des ign . 

SNAP systems have therefore been examined in 

this context to determine whether or not they can compete s u c c e s s 

fully with solar supplies and if so , in what regime of charac ter i s 

t ics this will occur. Fig. 5 contains some gross space system 

character is t ics of SNAP developments which are particularly u s e 

ful to the Space System Designer . 

3 .3 Comparison of SNAP and Solar APU 

The Space System Designer will be constrained 

in an initial evaluation of possible power supplies to think in terms 

of avai labi l i ty , payload weight al lowance, design flexibility and 

c o s t . The approximate relat ionship of SNAP and solar supplies 

with respect to weight, availabil i ty and cost are shown in Fig. 6, 

7 and 8, respect ive ly . Design flexibility is l e s s subject to such 

generalized and simplified treatment and must be considered for 

specific c a s e s . The integration of SNAP units in Agena vehicles 

is covered in a later sec t ion . 

As indicated in Fig. 6, where weight is used as 

the measure of merit, solar supplies are clearly superior to SNAP 

below 1 kilowatt . In the power regime from 1 to 5 kilowatts solar 

supplies and SNAP are competitive with SNAP systems becoming 

superior above 5 kilowatts for unmanned sys tems . Manned s y s 

tems with their attendant shielding requirement cause the power 

regime to be extended to 15 kilowatts before SNAP becomes super

ior. This, of course , assumes that all of the shielding weight 
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SPACE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

OF SNAP DEVELOPMENTS -

1 CHARACTERISTIC SNAP DESIGNATION 
1 SNAP 10 

Availability Date for 
Mission Use Sept 63 

Power Output 300+ watts 

Approx. SNAP Wt . 
(without shield) 300 l b s . 

Approx. Shield 
Weights for 

Hard Electron Tubes 0 

Present Type 
Transistors 250 l b s . 

Man 

Fig. 5 

SNAP 2 

Sept 64 

3 KW 

600 l b s . 

0 

250 l b s . 

2000 l b s . 

SNAP 8 

Jan 66 

30 KW 

1500 l b s . 

35 l b s . 

320 l b s . 

2200 l b s . 
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GENERALIZED COMPARISON OF SNAP AND SOLAR APU SYSTEM WEIGHT 
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AND SOLAR APU SYSTEM AVAILABILITY 
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must be ass ignable to the APU. There i s , however, a good prob

abili ty that some of the shielding weight might be ass ignable to 

either system because of natural environmental effects and in this 

case the crossover point would be reduced. 

Fig. 7 i l lustrates the comparison of solar and SNAP 

avai labi l i ty . At the present time systems which are designed for 

use prior to 1963 must of necess i ty be designed to uti l ize solar 

suppl ies . Between 1963 and 1966 solar and SNAP are competitive 

from an availabil i ty standpoint in the lower power regimes. There 

i s , however, sti l l a situation in the higher power regime where 

solar systems are avai lable and SNAP units are unavai lable. From 

1966 on it appears l ikely that SNAP will be superior from an ava i l 

abili ty standpoint in the high power regime. 

Fig. 8 attempts to i l lustrate cost in a comparative 

fashion. Solar supply cos ts will be highly dependent upon many 

factors but a re , however, going to r ise markedly as a function of 

power required whereas SNAP cost will r ise only slowly as a func

tion of power required. As can be seen from Fig. 8, it is expected 

that the crossover will l ie somewhere between one and ten k i lo

watts . 
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4 APPLICATIONS OF NUCLEAR POWER SUPPLIES 

4 .1 Introduction 

In section 2 the U . S , space program was defined 

and an attempt was made to outl ine, insofar as poss ib le , the prob

able extent of present programs and the types of future programs 

to be ini t ia ted. In section 3 the gross system character is t ics of 

SNAP were presented and in particular, a comparison of SNAP and 

solar APU was made from a system design standpoint. It is the pur

pose of this section to correlate the future space program and APU 

and electr ic propulsion requirements stemming therefrom with the 

character is t ics and capabil i t ies of SNAP in order to define the most 

probable applications of SNAP. 

4 .2 Applications of Current SNAP Units 

4 . 2 . 1 Competitive Position of Present 

SNAP Units 

The definition of the application of 

SNAPs 2, 8 and 10 is highly dependent upon their competitive po

sition with respect to other methods of providing electr ical power. 

It seems fairly clear that from a competitive standpoint solar ener

gy systems are the main concern, and in particular solar energy 

systems using photo-voltaic c e l l s . 

General studies tend to confirm that 

when weight saving is used as a measure of merit, SNAP systems 

do not become desirable until power requirements of 3 kilowatts 

or greater are specified. From the general studies on the sub 

ject the conclusion has therefore been derived that the application 
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of SNAP 10 to space missions is clearly dependent upon technical 

factors other than consideration of energy and weight. The app l i 

cation of SNAP 2 to operational space systems is marginal with 

respect to energy and weight considerations and, therefore, d e 

cis ions to ut i l ize SNAP 2 may or may not involve energy and weight 

considerations as well as other technical factors . Where a require

ment for 30 kilowatts of power ex i s t s , the util ization of SNAP 8 

seems clearly a s su red . 

4 . 2 . 2 The Scientific Space Program 

Analysis of the scientific space pro

gram presented in section 2.2 in the light of estimated time sca les 

of these f l ights , vehicle payload capabil i ty, APU character is t ics , 

competitive pos i t ions , and availabil i ty of SNAP units has been 

performed to provide an estimate of the number of SNAP units 

which may be required and to identify the selected appl icat ions . 

The payload capabili ty of the Scout 

vehicle precludes the util ization of SNAP units for any of of the 

missions ass igned to this veh ic le . The Thor Delta firings are 

a lso removed from consideration of usage of SNAP by both payload 

capabil i ty and the firing schedule which occurs prior to the ava i l 

abil i ty of SNAP 10. 

With the exception of two SNAP 10 

development flights it a lso seems that payload limitations pre

clude the uti l ization of SNAP units for Thor-Agena B fl ights. Nova 

flights during this period will be vehicle development flights and 

are therefore not included in the summary. 
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The major use of SNAP units must 

therefore be confined to missions for which Atlas-Agena B, At las-

Centaur and Saturn vehic les will be used and which are compat

ible with the avai labi l i ty dates of the various SNAP un i t s . 

The first part of Fig. 9 contains a 

summation of the number of SNAP units which migh t be utilized 

in the missions to be performed by these veh ic les . The manned 

space flight category is based on the util ization of Atlas-Centaur 

and Saturn vehicles for development flights leading to e s t ab l i sh 

ment of a manned space s ta t ion. The earth sate l l i te category 

includes the development and operation of TIROS and TRANSIT 

concepts as well as additional environmental study payloads 

having high data gathering capabi l i ty . The program of lunar 

probes seems to be sufficiently defined at this time so as to 

preclude the use of SNAP un i t s . 

The category of deep space and 

planetary probes is predicated on the use of SNAP 2 units to 

provide high power for wideband communication on a few missions 

and the use of SNAP 8 in conjunction with EP to provide better pay-

load capabil i ty and better communication links for probes in the 

latter part of the time period. 

4 . 2 . 3 The Military Program 

The military program must of n e c e s 

si ty be evaluated on the bas i s of unclassified da ta . Considera

tions of the bas ic purpose of the programs together with logical 

system configurations and economic values seem to justify the 
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SUMMATION OF SPACE PROGRAM APPUCATIONS 

OF SNAP DEVELOPMENTS 

PROGRAMS 

Scientific (NASA) 

Manned Space 
Flight 

Earth Satel l i tes 

Lunar Probes 

Deep Space and 
Planetary Probes 

Military (Air Force) 

Midas 

Samos 

Com-Sat 

Military Exploration 

Commercial 

NO. 
Min. 

2 

4 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

5 

Communications Relay 0 

Fig. 9 

OF VEHICLES 
Max. Probable 

20 

20 

0 

10 

40 

40 

8 

10 

6 

6 

6 

0 

7 

0 

0 

8 

10 

6 

SNAP TYPE 
AND NO. 

(4) SNAP 2 
(2) SNAP 8 

(2) SNAP 10 
(4) SNAP 2 

(2) SNAP 2 
(5) SNAP 8 

SNAP 10 

SNAP 2 

(6) SNAP 2 
(2) SNAP 8 

SNAP 8 

SNAP 8 
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generation of a program of vehicle launchings shown in Fig. 4 . 

Estimates of the use of SNAP 2 in 

conjunction with the Samos program are predicated on the even

tual development of complex payloads having several sensors in 

the IR, visual and radio-radar portions of the spectrum and c a p 

able of simultaneous data gathering. The operation of such a com

plex of payloads together with the data read-out requirement in a 

single vehicle will necess i t a t e the use of a large auxiliary power 

supply. Whether SNAP 2 will be utilized to fulfill this requirement 

will depend upon SNAP performance data to be gathered from deve l 

opment flights and upon the relative merits of solar collectors and 

SNAP 2 as they appear at a later date when more operational data 

has been gathered. 

The possible use of SNAP 10 in con

junction with the Midas payload is based on the concept ttiat the 

Midas system may eventually be required to be so constructed 

that enemy action in the form of a nuclear burst within a reason

able sphere of influence cannot destroy the veh ic le . Under this 

concept it seems unlikely that solar cel ls could be used as the 

auxiliary power source s ince they would be vulnerable to radia

tion and could not by virtue of their function be shielded against 

such radiat ion. 

The util ization of SNAP units for the 

military Com-Sat program is based on the assumption that the use 

of SNAP 2 power will provide the bas i s for the simplest and most 

reliable system des ign . The two SNAP 8 launchings are considered 
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to be development firings to prove out the use of EP to at tain the 

24-hour orbit from a low earth orbit with a communication payload. 

The category of military exploration 

is based on the assumption that a certain amount of military recon

na i s sance must be performed to obtain data to support military 

planning for future space operations in the 1970-80 period. Such 

reconnaissance flights will require the communication of large 

amounts of data from long d is tances and may a l so involve the use 

of Electric Propulsion, 

4 . 2 . 4 Commercial Satellite Applications 

It i s likely that by the late 1960's 

the capabili ty will exis t for placing a large commercial communi

cation relay payload in a low-al t i tude orbit. This payload will 

require electr ical power at about the SNAP 8 output l eve l . 

Such a system may contain electric 

propulsion for transit ion from the low-alti tude to a synchronous 

orbit , after which the turbo-generator may be shut down and the 

communications power requirement satisfied by a thermoelectric 

conversion system of approximately 1 kilowatt output. 

A very real advantage is realized 

by the incorporation of e lectr ic propulsion. In this manner it is 

poss ible to establ ish a large payload at stationary orbit alt i tude 

without requiring excess ive ly large boos te rs . This factor will 

significantly reduce system c o s t s , which must compete with 

land ins ta l la t ions . 

The number of SNAP units for this 
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application are shown in Fig. 9 . 

4 , 2 . 5 Chronological Development of SNAP 

and NFS Applications 

This section presents the chronology 

of applications of nuclear power supplies based upon current e s 

timates of avai labi l i ty of boosters and vehicles to support the 

foregoing scient i f ic , military and commercial space program n e e d s . 

4 . 2 . 5 . 1 High-alt i tude Earth Sa te l 

l i tes (1961 et seq.) 

Experimental launching of 

earth sa te l l i tes with nuclear power supplies should commence as 

soon as pos s ib l e . The objectives of these t e s t s are two-fold, 

demonstration of satisfactory design and performance in the space 

environment, and evaluation of the environment created by the 

power supply which must be tolerated by other equipment within 

the veh ic le . 

Following these t e s t s , 

other earth sa te l l i tes may be launched, containing payloads which 

ut i l ize the multi-kilowatt e lectr ical power ava i lab le . Some of 

these flights may a lso be experimental, for example, t e s t s of ion-

and plasma-propulsion sys t ems . Others may be advanced versions 

of weather reconnaissance sa te l l i tes equipped with recording 

television sys tems , successors to the Tiros vehicle launched in 

the spring of this year . Still others may be unmanned facsimiles 

of the manned space s tat ions which will eventually replace them. 
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4 . 2 . 5 . 2 Point-to-Point Communi

cat ions Satell i tes (1962-

1963) 

In the sequence of evolu

tion of communications sa te l l i tes the next s tep beyond pass ive 

sys t ems , such as Project Echo, will involve an active vehicle in 

a synchronous earth orbit, containing equipment for reception and 

re- t ransmiss ion of voice communications. 

Such a system will demand 

high power to minimize the complexity and cos ts of the ground 

equipment assoc ia ted with i t , and to provide sufficient bandwidth 

for a reasonable number of voice channe l s . 

4 . 2 . 5 . 3 Unmanned Lunar Vehicles 

(1964-1966) 

Early lunar probes, such 

a s the Russian Lunik of 1959, will advance considerably man's 

knowledge regarding lunar topography and geography. It is assumed 

that a progression of instrument packages will be designed for lu 

nar orbit a;nd impact, and that such flights will continue through the 

early s i x t i e s . 

Payloads designed for soft 

impact, for example, a small lunar observatory equipped to measure 

lunar and solar phenomena, may well require more power than can 

be supplied by solar converters of reasonable s i z e . 

Unmanned vehicles for 

lunar landing and return will no doubt be designed for maximum 
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payload capabi l i ty . Hence such vehicles may uti l ize combined 

chemical /e lec t r ica l propulsion systems and will require large 

amounts of power. 

A promising lunar app l i 

cation is the low-al t i tude reconnaissance sa te l l i t e . A recording 

te levis ion system will be used , to store information during the 

times when the vehicle is in the moon's shadow. Such a s a t e l 

l i te will be able to perform high-resolution reconnaissance and 

mapping of lunar topography, and surveillance of lunar b a s e s . 

Power required for this mission will be high, and extended l i f e 

time of operation is des i rab le , both requirements which can be 

satisfied by nuclear power supp l ies . 

4 . 2 . 5 . 4 Manned Satelli te Stations 

(1966) 

This mission requires 

the capabil i ty for sustaining operations of several personnel in 

a more-or- less permanent orbit . Most authorities consider that 

orbit a l t i tudes in the range of 300 to 500 miles will be high 

enough to provide orbit lifetimes in the order of several yea r s , 

although at the lower limit small propulsion increments may be 

required periodically to compensate for decay due to atmospheric 

drag . Operations at a l t i tudes much higher than 500 miles will 

subject the station to intolerably high solar-radiation l eve l s , 

and will require prohibitive amounts of shielding to protect per

sonnel within the s ta t ion. 

Current l i terature con-
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ta ins many est imates of the power required to sustain life during 

extended time periods of operation in s p a c e . These est imates 

vary from 1 kilowatt per man as a minimum est imate , up to about 

5 kilowatts per man. Since it would be clearly unwise to permit 

such a complex and useful vehicle to become power-limited, it 

would seem wise to accept as a criterion for design something like 

8 kilowatts per man. This will provide a satisfactory margin for 

operation of a l l equipment as well a s direct life-support which 

will be insta l led in the veh ic le . 

Assuming that this veh i 

cle will be manned by at leas t four persons , then about 30 k i lo 

watts of auxiliary power will be required. 

4 . 2 . 5 . 5 Manned Lunar Missions 

(1967-1970) 

The first manned lunar 

flights will be limited to simple circumlunar t ra jector ies . For 

reasons of safety, these flights will probably be initiated from, 

and terminate at the manned sa te l l i te stat ions d iscussed above . 

Although it is certainly conceivable that c is - lunar flights direct 

from Earth and return may be made, transit times will in any case 

be at leas t ten days or more. It is not considered likely that l i fe -

support could be reasonably sustained for such periods by energy-

storage s y s t e m s . Hence , solar or reactor power supplies will be 

required. 

Low orbit reconnaissance , 

soft landings and return, and the establishment of manned lunar 
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stat ions will follow the init ial manned lunar probes . Each of these 

systems will be extremely complex, each will require large amounts 

of auxiliary power for l ife-support and for the operation of system 

equipment. 

4 . 2 . 5 . 6 World-Wide Communica

tions Satellite Network 

(1966) 

The application of nuclear 

power sources for point- to-point communications was d iscussed in 

sect ion 4 . 2 . 5 . 2 above . This mission may be extended in scope to 

the provision of several sa te l l i t e s in a synchronous orbit for world

wide communications. The economies of this system are part icu

larly a t t rac t ive , because of the high cost of installation and main

tenance of land networks. 

To be commercially f e a s 

ib le , the sa te l l i te system must show superiority over land- l ines 

and micro-wave relay networks both in performance character is t ics 

and in specific operating cos t s (cost per channel per unit t ime). 

It is estimated that direct cos ts for the satel l i te system would e x 

ceed those of equivalent direct systems by about fifty percent at 

p resen t . In the immediate future, however, current development 

programs in space communications equipment will bear fruit, and 

it is anticipated that within the next five years satel l i te systems 

will surpass land networks as an efficient, economical medium for 

civil communications on a world-wide b a s i s . 

Of course, all facets must 
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be examined, and evaluated in the light of their respective prob

lems . These facets are first the vehicle-borne equipment, second, 

the ground ins ta l l a t ions , third, the ground distribution network and 

finally, the operational procedures which must be developed to pre

vent saturation and break-down of the system. No problems in 

these areas appear insurmountable. 

4 . 2 . 5 . 7 Unmanned Interplanetary 

Missions (1967-1972) 

These miss ions , e s s e n 

tial ly the continuation of the international programs of deep space 

probes, will be considered briefly, with emphasis upon more soph i s 

t icated paylcads and on the probable requirement for electric pro

pulsion. It will be noted that there is unique need for nuclear 

power supplies with this propulsion medium. 

The early years of this 

decade will yield many more answers to our questions on space 

environment and our near planetary neighbors . It will remain, how

ever, for much more advanced payloads to evaluate fully the phe

nomena first discovered by the init ial probes . This second gener

ation of interplanetary vehicles will therefore require more complex 

and more power-demanding equipment than their p redecessors . 

Electrical power require

ments for propulsion are impressive, and they are not likely to be 

satisfied by solar energy conversion sys t ems . Direct application 

of solar radiation for propulsion, solar "sa i l ing" , is certainly of 

in teres t , a t l eas t in combination with other types of propulsion. 
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Never the less , there is a clear role for nuclear power supplies to 

meet the la rge , continuous demand for propulsive energy exhibited 

by interplanetary veh i c l e s . 

4 . 2 . 5 . 8 Manned Interplanetary 

Missions (1972 et seq . ) 

This mission i s , of course , 

man's ultimate objective in s p a c e . To meet this objective will r e 

quire integration of many technologies , and the contributions of 

many special fields of human knowledge. It i s , therefore, not at 

al l presumptuous to d i scuss the role of any single item of equip

ment, for on the operation of each will depend the successful 

flight of the vehicle and the survival of its crew. 

Flight times of a manned 

vehic le , from an earth-orbiting space station to the vicinity or to 

the surface of even our nearest planetary neighbor will be mea

sured in months and y e a r s , with corresponding times for the return 

flight. Cumulative power requirements for life-support sys tems , 

instrumentation and communications, and propulsion and vehicle 

control of 150 to 200 kilowatts are expected, and may eventually 

grow to the megawatt regime. 

Nuclear power supplies 

are now being developed which may be manifolded to provide these 

init ial amounts of power. There is no doubt that their performance 

and reliabil i ty will have been amply demonstrated in this decade , 

and that they will be fully uti l ized in manned interplanetary craft. 
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4 .3 Applications for Future Nuc lea r Power Supplies 

It is not consis tent with past history to expect 

that specific auxiliary power requirements will diminish as larger 

payload capabi l i t ies are reached. The rate of increase in these 

power requirements is not c lear , but it is likely that these require

ments will continue at leas t at the present ratio and will probably 

increase by as much as 30%. Life support systems of any reason

able operational duration, that i s , in excess of a few days , will 

impose a demand for power in the order of several kilowatts per 

man on top of the conventional power requirements for guidance 

and control , instrumentation and communications. The develop

ment of electr ic propulsion systems will result in similar large 

incremental increases in the demand for electric power. 

This trend is i l lustrated in Fig. 11 , as a function 

of payload weight and a l so as a function of t ime, based upon the 

growth in payload capabi l i t ies shown in Fig. 10. This figure a l so 

must be accepted as a reasonable estimate only, since it is vir

tually impossible to determine at this point in time the actual char

ac te r i s t i cs of payloads which are not yet designed. It is presented 

a s a sort of lower limit estimate of the demands of the increasingly 

more complex payload systems which will emerge. 

In part , future applications for nuclear power 

supplies may require only extension of design limits on then 

exis tent un i t s , a l terat ions of configurations, combinations of 

conversion units or other similar excursions to extend develop

ment capabil i ty into operational appl ica t ions . Other future app l i -
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cations will exceed present technological l imits , or will be suffi

ciently major departures from exist ing units to warrant or require 

major development effort. New integrated or direct conversion 

units will be needed for electr ic propulsion at power levels of 

100-300 kilowatts with conceivable later requirements as high 

as 3 megawat ts . Fixed base power requirements in space will 

require large capaci ty nuclear power units commencing with 

SNAP 8 reactors for the init ial earth satel l i te station and growing 

to 3 megawatt levels with maturation of the lunar b a s e . 

Integrating the expected demands for power with 

the development schedules for SNAPs 2, 8 and 10 provides some 

insight into the capabi l i t ies which systems utilizing these units 

will p o s s e s s . In Fiq. 12 are plotted the demands for non

propulsive power resulting from the preceding analysis and a 

tentat ive curve for electr ic propulsion power. The availabil i ty 

of SNAP units is superimposed on this plot to a s s i s t in the deter 

mination of the app l ica t ions . 

Requirements for non-propulsive power, as men

tioned above , are based on predicted growth of payload capabi l 

i t i e s . Propulsive power requirements are determined by the loci 

of thrust accelerat ion required for several types of miss ions . The 

first of t h e s e , experimentation with electric propulsion un i t s , may 

be satisfied by low-level power sys tems , providing thrust a c c e l 

erations in the order of 10 g . These systems will be used for 

propulsion development in the time period 1964-1965. The inter-
-4 

mediate level of propulsion requirements, 10 g , will permit 
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operations from low-al t i tude earth orbit to stationary orbits and 

c i s - lunar flights with payloads in the order of 3,000 pounds. This 

requirements will appear in the 1965-1966 period. The upper level 

_3 

of propulsion power requirements, 10 g , will provide the capa 

bili ty for manned interplanetary operat ions, such as c is-Mart ian 

and Cis-Venusian flights of approximately two months duration. 

The following conclusions may be drawn from 

Fig . 12: 

(1) SNAP 10 p o s s e s s e s marginal capabil i ty for 

new systems because of i ts la te operational availabil i ty d a t e . 

By 1963, payload power requirements will approach 1.5 to 2.0 

k i lowat t s . Development of this unit is encouraged, however, 

because of i ts potential application to operational systems 

growing out of present development program. These systems 

will not possess payload capabi l i t ies equal to those available 

from the new systems of 1963, but they are likely to be evolved 

to the point where the long operational lifetime and high re l iab i l 

ity of the thermo-electric^power conversion system will become 

at t ract ive and competitive with solar-conversion sys tems . 

(2) SNAP 2 p o s s e s s e s clear capabil i t ies for 

satisfying the non-propulsive power demands of the most advan

ced payloads of the 1964 operational sys tems . It is perhaps mar

ginally useful a l so for operations in conjunction with the develop

ment of e lectr ic propulsion sys tems , if one is willing to sacrifice 

long lifetime by operating the unit a t two or three times i ts d e 

signed output. 
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(3) SNAP 8 represents the first unit which has 

capabi l i t ies for exceeding, but a substantial margin, the probable 

demand for non-propulsive power when it becomes operationally 

avai lable in 1966. This unit a l so pos se s se s capabil i t ies for 

electr ic propulsion development at its designed output level , 

and may well be capable of providing propulsive power for t r a n s 

ition trajectories from low-al t i tude earth orbit to stationary orbi ts , 

if operated about i ts rated output l eve l . 

(4) The 300 kilowatt unit development program 

should be accelerated to become operational in mid-1967. At 

this point in t ime, it will be capable of providing propulsive power 

for operational manned c i s - lunar missions as well as for uninhabi

ted experimental t e s t s of manned interplanetary veh ic les . 

(5) Consideration should be given at an early date 

to the initiation of a development program for a 3,000 kilowatt s y s 

tem. This conclusion can be intuitively supported at this t ime, 

although a far more thorough analys is must be undertaken to de ter 

mine the validity of this requirement and its target operational 

d a t e . Such a unit would provide the capability for interplanetary 

craft occupied by several personnel , and in fact, may well repre

sent the threshold value below which the ultimate objective of 

planetary exploration cannot be achieved . 
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5 DESIGN INTEGRATION 

5.1 Configuration and Installation 

Integration of SNAP systems into a vehicle per

mits three general instal la t ion concep t s . The first concept con

s i s t s of disposi t ion of a l l SNAP components within the bas ic e n 

velop of the vehic le , as space and balance limitation a l lows . 

This approach is similar to aircraft design s tandards , and in most 

c a s e s would not be satisfactory for any major subsystem, par t i 

cularly for a nuclear power supply. The second concept is the 

mixed approach, with al l elements but the reactor packaged in 

the bas ic envelope of the vehic le , and the reactor remotely in 

stal led or ex tens ib le . This approach seems logical and feas ible , 

except for the mechanical complications associa ted with long 

flexible l i n e s , sl ip joints and folding or telescoping members, 

a l l hprmetically sea l ed . The third concept, favored for Agena B 

appl ica t ions , is the "nose cone" ins ta l la t ion. Here the entire 

SNAP system is a de tachable , pre-assembled and pre-tested unit , 

requiring only mechanical and electr ical connection between i t 

self and the veh ic le . 

If power requirements are small , for example in 

the nominal SNAP 10 range, the power supply may probably be i n 

stal led anywhere in or on the vehic le , and the only limit on choice 

of configuration involves the amount of shield necessary to protect 

the bas ic vehicle subsystems and payload. If power in the amount 

avai lable from SNAP 2, or in greater amounts, is required, then it 

is reasonably certain that the power supply will be a determining 
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factor in the ultimate des ign . This does not necessar i ly mean 

that the entire vehicle will have to be designed around the power 

supply, but merely that some priorities must be ass igned to i ts 

requirements much as the extreme aft end of a vehicle is reserved 

for the instal lat ion of a rocket engine. 

Performance and efficiency currently being, a c h i e 

ved allow some rule-of-thumb est imates to be made a s to power 

system specific weight , radiator specific area and shielding r e 

quired as a function of type of payload to be carried. It is not 

recommended that current values for these parameters be used 

as design criteria for vehicle systems to be developed in the fu

ture, simply because they are quite sensi t ive to improvements in 

efficiency of individual components of the power supply. 

Power supply components which most influence 

vehicle design are the reactor and the radiator. Optimum reactor 

location d ic ta tes maximum feasible separation d i s t ances , to mini

mize the cone angle to be shie lded. This gain diminishes , how

ever, in terms of separation length, when the included cone angle 

has been reduced to about 30 . Total cone angles of much less 

than 20 are l ikely to resul t in structural problems at the mating 

plane which begin to offset further advantages in shield reduction 

because of the high fineness ratio of the combined body. Simi

larly, surface area of the cone , if used as a radiator, is not o p 

t imized. 

The radiator itself presents some design integra

tion problems, s ince it is not adaptable as a load-carrying surface. 
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Many configuration choices are available however, although the 

c l a s s i c concept of "simplest equals best" may apply. The radia

tor may be flat, or it may be any simple curve, for example cyl in

drical or conica l . Flat surfaces are not likely to be feasible , b e 

cause they cannot be stored conveniently within the envelope of 

the vehic le , or developed eas i ly from its external contour. Cylin

drical surfaces seem to be nearly optimum, from the specific 

weight standpoint, and they may be fixed, extendible as a unit , 

or segmented. The segmented cylindrical configuration may be 

extended about one end or about a longitudinal edge . In the latter 

c a s e , it is conceivable that they might serve as part of an antenna 

sys tem, fed by a dipole array on the cool s ide , if thermal noise is 

not e x c e s s i v e . A conical configuration, for the Agena B ins ta l l a 

t ion, is d i scussed briefly in section 6. 

Remaining elements of the nuclear power supply, 

such a s the heat -exchanger , converter and controls are reasonably 

small and l ight , and from the configuration point-of-view, do not 

introduce significant integration problems. 

5 .2 Environmental Effects 

The primary environment created by the SNAP s y s 

tems i s that of radiation from the reactor . Virtually every compo

nent and subsystem of the vehicle requires shielding from this 

radiat ion, and shielding at the source is clearly superior to local 

shielding, except for specific elements which may be more s e n s i 

t ive to this environment than the majority of the o thers . This ex 

ception, which applies to some of the payloads d iscussed below, 
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requires a combination of source and local shielding, to resul t 

in a minimum total system weight . The secondary environment 

i s thermal, involving radiation and conductive heat transfer 

from the power supply. Of the two p rocesses , radiation repre 

sents by far the greater source of heat ing, and conduction will 

only affect equipment and structure adjacent to the radiator and 

boi ler . 

Shielding agains t radiation from the reactor can 

provide, depending upon the configuration and weight allowed, 

adequate protection to typical electronic components for systems 

of one year ' s lifetime, and the specific weight (Ib./kw) remains 

competitive with other sources of energy. 

Protection agains t the thermal environment should 

not require excess ive design measures . If the radiator elements 

are extended, then no significant thermal radiation will be felt by 

the veh ic le . If it is fixed, then internal reflective surfaces should 

suffice to prevent heating of vehicle equipment and payload. 

The mission ana lyses contained in preceding s e c 

tions of this report identify several applications of SNAP systems 

in scient i f ic , commercial and military space programs. Payload 

equipment can be inferred from these appl icat ions , and the s e n s i 

tivity of such equipment to the environment created by SNAP s y s 

tems can be examined. Each mission will likely involve one or 

more of the following bas ic categories of payload: scientific ins t ru

mentation, communications equipment, military reconnaissance 

sys t ems , electronic and electromechanical sys tems, and biological 
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support sys tems , 

SNAP systems should find application on d e e p -

space and planetary probes , because of the long communication 

d i s tances involved, and the desirabil i ty of having sufficient t r a n s 

mission power (band-width) to avoid excessively slow-time read

out of instrumentation da ta . Unfortunately, the purpose of the 

instrumentation for such mission demands that the environment 

which it is to measure be uncontaminated by the vehicle which 

bears i t . Particularly, cosmic radiation in space and planetary 

atmosphere detect ion, subjects of importance and much in teres t , 

are measurements which are eas i ly distorted by the radiation 

emitted from the reactor . A high degree of local shielding, small 

aper ture , and perhaps very remote location will probably be r e 

quired. Small instrumentation packages , similar to radiosonde 

dev i ce s , might be discharged from the vehicle on command, and 

transmit their data to the parent vehicle for relay to ear th. In 

this manner, virtually uncontaminated measurements could be 

as su red , for such a package even of minimal s ize should have a 

t ransmission range of a few hundred mi les . Also by this technique 

direct measurements of planetary gravity fields could be obtained. 

Other scientific instrumentation sensi t ive to the radiation environ

ment might be infra-red and TV scanning dev ices , used to de ter 

mine the presence of organic l i fe . Both of these devices are r e a 

sonably tolerant to radiat ion, but their information output would be 

significantly degraded by noise even though their bas ic functions 

are not destroyed. 
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Communications equipment presents no major 

problem areas at the levels of exposure easi ly maintained at 

reasonable shield weights , and s ignal-noise ratio is much more 

improved by the high power avai lable than it is degraded by radia

tion effects . 

Military reconnaissance systems will consis t of 

electron, infra-red and visual sensing devices similar to the pay-

loads of Agena veh i c l e s . It i s possible that combinations of two 

or more may be instal led in one vehic le , thereby reducing the 

ambiguity and increasing the value of the data received. Visual 

data systems are more likely to involve television and e lec t ro

magnetic tape storage than optical equipment and photographic 

film, for reasons of comparative performance. If this is so , then 

it is hard to define any bas ic incompatibility of the payload with 

SNAP power supp l ies . 

Functional electronic and electromechanical 

equipment within the vehicle is a l so tolerant of the reactor en 

vironment when a reasonable source shield is provided. This type 

of equipment is more suscept ib le to gradual deterioration in per

formance than it is l ikely to suffer sudden impediments to i ts o p 

eration or catastrophic fai lure. Continuing experiments to eva l 

uate radiation effect, and materials and design improvements, should 

yield components capable of at l eas t one order of magnitude higher 

radiation tolerance by the time SNAP systems are available for in 

stal lat ion in future sophis t icated vehicle sys tems . 

Of al l the problems associa ted with life support 
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(plant or animal) in space , radiation from the reactor is certainly 

not the grea tes t , if it is contemplated that the system operate at 

or through the Van Allen radiation belts or into cislunar or inter

planetary s p a c e . V\niile it is true that shielding requirements 

for man exceed those of electronic components by a factor of 

ten, the specific weight of the nuclear power supply system 

diminishes rapidly a s the power level inc reases . Thus the s y s 

tem tends to optimize itself, because of the high power required 

for life support . 
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6 SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

6.1 Agena B 

The following paragraphs contain a brief summary 

of factors to be considered in the integration of SNAP 2 and SNAP 10 

with Agena B veh i c l e s . This subject is considered from two a s 

pec t s , namely performance and des ign . Since no direct l iaison 

was performed with LMSD, and since the study was performed on 

an unclassif ied b a s i s , detailed and definitive data are not pro

vided . 

It is necessary first to l is t all items of equip

ment which consume electr ical power, and to define their input 

voltage and frequency, regulation requirements, nominal and peak 

power requirements and duty cyc le . This l is t will determine the 

resulting total demand and variations which determine the output 

level of the SNAP system and the requirements for output control. 

Much of these data are already available to AI, but it is assumed 

that no decision has been made regarding the incorporation or 

select ion of an Agena-type payload for these f l ights . It is recom

mended that some such payload, or simulated payload be inclu

ded, though on a priority subject to that of the SNAP system itself. 

Operation of the power supply may introduce ce r 

tain problems in vehicle al t i tude control. The magnitudes of the 

moments of inertia and angular momenta computed for SNAP 2 

appear likely to introduce only negligible disturbances during 

s t eady-s t a t e operation, although star t-up accelerat ions of the 

combined rotating unit will probably require that the vehicle 
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stabil izat ion system be active during this period. This s t ab i l i 

zation is des i rab le , in any c a s e , because successful s tar t-up 

is a primary objective of the t e s t s , and irrelevant environmental 

effects of random or unstabil ized vehicle altitude will want to be 

avoided, 

Control of the power supply will probably be 

demonstrated first a t a quas i - s t eady - s t a t e output, perhaps for 

several orbit revolut ions, It may then be desirable to cycle the 

power load to demonstrate adequate system response . The com

plete series of tes t conditions should include all nominal and off-

design ranges determined by analys is of the entire vehicle equip

ment array, and the experiment should be programmed to verify the 

resul ts obtained from qualification tes t s conducted prior to flight. 

All of these t e s t s will contribute to the total i n 

strumentation and data requirements, both in number of instruments 

and channels as well a s in integrated telemeter coverage from the 

ground s t a t ions . It will be necessa ry , of course, to examine the 

entire act ive trajectory, so that tes t operations requiring r ea l 

time data or control can be scheduled to coincide with phases of 

orbit when read-out and command capability can be as su red . 

Design integration involves the phys ica l and en 

vironmental factors assoc ia ted with the actual installation of the 

SNAP systems in an Agena veh ic le . Of the two basic configurations 

considered, the submerged ("modular") and separable ("nose cone") , 

the lat ter appears to have been at leas t tentatively selected and 

the most promising. 
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The merits of this configuration which led to i ts 

select ion need not be repeated here , but the design problems 

assoc ia ted with it can be reviewed briefly. First , the disposition 

of components, with heavy elements located in each longitudinal 

extremity, resul ts in the highest possible moment of inertia about 

the pitch and yaw a x e s . These moments must be computed to d e 

termine the bending moments at the mating plane and the effects 

on gas requirements for vehicle s tabi l izat ion. Also, the gross 

weight of the complete instal lat ion exceeds the nominal gross 

payload of the Agena vehicles by several hundred pounds, and 

will affect the launch trajectory as well as the structural i n t e 

grity of the vehic le . 

Second, the thermal environment created by the 

radiator and internal heat l o s se s may require supplementary tem

perature control measures for other vehicle equipment and pay-

load. In the SNAP 2 system, internal heat lo s ses throughout the 

cyc le , particularly in the boiler and piping and back radiation 

from the radiator, may generate a heat flux of 2 or 3 kw across the 

mating p lane . Presumably a reflective diaphram will be installed 

to minimize heat transfer by radiat ion. An additional small frac

tion of the 40 kilowatt thermal rejection may be transferred by 

conduction to the vehicle s t ructure . This environment is not con

sidered to be intolerable , but it is likely that a significant per

centage of the 45 to 50 kilowatt thermal output will be felt by the 

vehicle unless this factor is taken into account in the design in 

tegrat ion. The thermal environment created by the SNAP 10 in -
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stallation is probably much less severe , due to the physical 

arrangement of i ts components, and operation of the reactor at 

a lower thermal output l eve l . 

Third, the radiation environment itself should 

create only limited problems if it can be assumed that objectives 

of the experimental flight t e s t s will not limit the weight allowance 

for shie lding. Even so , it would be of more than passing interest 

to attempt instal la t ion of some sort of reconnaissance payload, 

to evaluate the performance of electronic components when ex 

posed to this environment. 

In summary, it may be said that the instal lat ions 

of a SNAP 2 or SNAP 10 system will present the designer with 

neither the simplest nor the most difficult integration problems. 

These systems are certainly as tolerant of the launch and ascent 

trajectory environment a s any of the bas ic vehicle equipment. 

Therefore, no design compromises will be required for protecting 

the SNAP ins ta l la t ions , other than the provision, perhaps, of a 

frangible or je t t i sonable non-metall ic cover over the radiator and 

reactor . Structural and mechanical integration should be no more 

difficult for these systems than for any other payload of equiva

lent weight and d imens ions . If it can a l so be assumed, and it is 

certainly recommended here , that the reactor is not brought up to 

operating level before launch, then only a minimum amount of 

effort will be required to integrate this equipment with the pad and 

blockhouse monitor and control system. 
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6.2 Other Vehicles 

Forecasts of the scope of U . S . scientif ic , civil 

and military space programs are based upon the design capabili ty 

of Atlas-Centaur and Saturn booster systems as launching devices 

for large sa te l l i te and space veh ic l e s . Booster performance goals 

are fairly wel l -def ined, but no such definition is available con 

cerning the actual f inal -s tage vehicles themselves . 

Integration of SNAP systems with these vehicles 

was d i scussed categorical ly in section 5 of this report. Little 

more can be added until vehicle deta i ls become known. Neverthe

l e s s , it is by no means premature to begin l iaison with the agen

cies responsible for these developments, for an optimum system 

design should include integration of power supply requirements 

with those of other major subsys tems . Furthermore, if actual 

power requirements demand, for example, operation of SNAP 2 

at 4 or 5 k i lowat ts , then on a specific weight bas i s clear superior

ity over competing (solar) energy sources may be shown. F e a s i 

bility of such mcxles of operation needs be thoroughly examined 

a s control, reliabil i ty and life duration are affected. 

It can be postulated that integration becomes 

eas i e r , and application more universa l , as a direct function of 

the abil i ty of AI to provide a compact module of reactor, boiler 

and controls , and a "rubberized" radiator design which can be 

matched eas i ly to the actual power requirement and vehicle con

figuration . 
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APPENDIX A 

AGENA B FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM 

Introduction 

This appendix contains an outline of the contents of a 

tes t plan for the flight programs of SNAP 2 and SNAP 10 in 

Agena B veh ic l e s . 

The outline l i s t s by topic heading those requirements 

and procedures necessary to the successful conduct of the t e s t s . 

Some of the contents will be furnished entirely by AI; some will 

be prepared by LMSD, based upon requirements generated by AI; 

and some a l so must be prepared by AI to satisfy requirements of 

LMSD. 

Definitization of the contents of this plan obviously r e 

quires acces s to more information than can be made available on 

an unclassif ied b a s i s . It a l so requires continuing l iaison b e 

tween the several contractors involved in the program. 

Flight Test Plan Outline 

1 Test Objectives 

1.1 Primary 

1.2 Secondary 

2 Configuration 

2 .1 SNAP 

2.2 Vehicle 

2 .3 Payload 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Traj ectory 

3.1 Launch 

3.2 Orbit 

Data Requirements 

4 .1 Tracking 

4.2 Flight Instrumentation 

4 . 2 . 1 Pre-launch and Ascent 

4 . 2 . 2 Orbit 

Pre-launch Operations 

5.1 Hangar 
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APPENDIX B 

NUCLEAR-ELECTRIC PROPULSION 

The major components of a nuclear-e lectr ic propulsion 

system are (1) the nuclear reactor, which generates thermal en 

ergy, (2) the thermo-elUctric conversion s tage , which converts 

the thermal energy into electr ical energy, and (3) the propulsion 

s t age , which converts the electr ical energy into directed thermal 

energy in a manner which produces propulsion. Stated in this 

manner it is clear that the arrangement of s tages could well miss 

the second s t ep , particularly since it is at present so inefficient. 

However, if the second step is eliminated, the system becomes 

a nuclear propulsion system rather than a nuclear-electr ic pro

pulsion sys tem. Consequently, by definition then, the thermo

electr ic conversion stage is part of the system and attention 

should be given to increasing i t s efficiency. 

It is not being unnecessar i ly arbitrary in including the 

conversion stage because nuclear-e lect r ic systems do have some 

advantages over nuclear propulsion sys tems . They are far more 

amenable to control than any of the nuclear-propulsion schemes 

so far proposed, and they offer hope of being useful in practical 

systems much earlier than the nuclear-propulsion sys tems . While 

the apparent thrust-weight ratio of the nuclear-electr ic systems 

is marginal when considered in terms of planned missions and con

siderations of payload versus thrust , not much of an improvement 
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i s required to make them quite sat isfactory. Furthermore, they 

offer higher specific impulses and present fewer engineering 

and design problems. One disadvantage i s , of course , the r e 

quirement for a booster to get the system into space before it 

can function. However, Fig. B-1 shows that most of the other 

nuclear schemes are marginal for use as boosters , not even con

sidering the assoc ia ted radioactivity which would probably p re 

vent the use of even those systems whichvcould function as 

boosters for missions from earth. (The figure is adapted from a 

plot in Astronautics, vo l . 4 , no . 10, p . 2 5 , Oct, 1959, and a 

description of the various nuclear systems can be found there,) 

One type of conversion system presently being developed 

for nuclear power units are the mercury turbo-generator with con

version efficiency of around 10% and a so l id-s ta te system with 

somewhat l e s s efficiency. There a re , however, many other con

version systems under development or research , such as vacuum 

or cesium d iodes , and magnetohydrodynamic sys tems . The solid 

s ta te devices appear to be limited in the maximum temperatures 

at which they can operate and not deter iorate . The vacuum or 

cesium diodes require temperatures of nearly 1000 C. before 

they become competitively efficient with turbo-generators, as 

indicated in Fig. B-2. The magnetohydrodynamic systems will 

apparently be constrained to use in very large systems and will 

apparently require higher-temperature sources than the d iodes . 

As a consequence , at the present time the diode system appears 

to offer the most hope and advantage for near-future sys tems, 
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And they offer the possibi l i ty of bettering by a factor of two or 

three the efficiencies obtained with turbo-generators. 

It is presumed that any reactor in a nuclear-electr ic pro

pulsion system will be liquid cooled, but the use of vacuum or 

cesium diodes suggests the possibi l i ty of a design which does 

not involve liquid cooling and is at least conceptually s imple. 

The e s sence of the design is that the circular s ides of a cyl in

drical reactor be covered with cesium diodes and that the collector 

electrodes be cooled by radiation into space . The reactor will heat 

the emitter electrodes of the diodes by direct conduction, there 

being no internal coolant . Calculations indicate that there are 

no great incompatibili t ies in the area requirements. While this 

design is conceptually s imple, construction of a usable system 

would be difficult because of the temperatures involved. If such 

a design is not feas ib le , then internal cooling of the reactor must 

be used , and then there is no commanding reason for placing the 

diodes on the reactor, although this might sti l l be a desirable 

design feature. 

If the diodes are placed on the reactor, in effect in tegra

ting the reactor and the conversion s tage , the propulsion stage 

is then pretty much an independent enti ty. Since there need be 

only electr ical connections between the conversion and propulsion 

s tages such an arrangement i s not impractical . It is poss ib le , 

however, to conceive of locating the propulsion units on the base 

of the reactor, using the temperatures and/or radiation of the r e a c 

tor in the ionizing process of an io-propulsion unit , while the out-
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put of the diodes provides the accelerat ing potential . There i s , 

however, a b a s i c , although probably not insurmountable, incom

patibility here because the output of the diodes is in the order of 

a few volts while the accelerat ing potential of the propulsion unit 

shoudl be many times tha t . 

Since it appears that it will be necessary to cool the reactor 

internally, the possibi l i ty of integrating the conversion stage and 

the propulsion stage e x i s t s . The possibil i ty of such an integra

tion is enhanced when one considers the similarit ies between some 

of the conversion devices and electr ic propulsion dev ices . An 

outstanding example is the ca se of the cesium-diode conversion 

device and the cesium-ion electric propulsion device . 

The use of thermionic cesium diodes for production of 

electr ical energy from heat energy in conjunction with cesium-ion 

propulsion un i t s , which essent ia l ly convert electr ical energy into 

directed thermal energy, leads to interesting specula t ions . In 

this section it is assumed that the reactor is cooled by a liquid 

metal which then heats the emitter electrodes of the d iodes . After 

being cooled it may return directly to the reactor . The collector 

electrodes of the diodes will have to be cooled, and this may be 

done by radiation into space or by cooling by a liquid metal which 

is cooled in a radiator . If the latter course is se lec ted , there 

will be two liquid metal loops , and while it may be possible to 

combine them into a single loop, calculat ions will have to be made 

to determine the better design; it appears , however, that a two-

loop system would be bet ter . 
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The cesium diode and the cesium propulsion units have some 

features in common but they a l so have some unmatched features . 

They both require cesium ions , and presumably evaporation from a 

heated tungsten surface would be used in both c a s e s . However, a 

s ingle diode will develop around a couple volts while a propulsion 

unit will require voltages around 100 or 1000 vo l t s . However, the 
2 

diode can develop around 1 to 2 wat t s /cm , which is about the 

rate the propulsion unit will d i ss ipa te electr ical energy, so that 

what is required is (1) a single method whereby the voltage of the 

diode can be increased, or (2) the propulsion units made to work 

at lower vo l t ages . 

One possible scheme is i l lustrated in the sketch. 

The two combined thermionic diodes and propulsion units shown 

are considered to be only part of a larger set of the un i t s . When 

there are cesium ions present in the space between the diode e l e c 

t rodes , the electrons will flow from emitter to collector, but when 

there are.nocesium ions present , the electron flow rate will be 

essent ia l ly ze ro . The cesium-ion source will be emitting ions 

continuously, and as the ion concentration builds up, the electron 
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flow will i nc rease . If now a voltage is applied in the proper 

manner across the ion-source and aperture e lectrodes , the 

cesium-ions will be ejected through the aperture, resulting in 

a thrust being applied to the uni t . When the cesium ions are 

ejected the electron flow rate will dec rease . This will result 

in potential drop across the transformer secondary, which will 

be considerably larger than that across the primary coi l , there 

by a voltage is applied across the propulsion electrodes of the 

next uni t . The ejection of the ions from this unit will result in 

a cessa t ion of electron flow in the unit , and a voltage consequent

ly is applied across the propulsion electrodes of a third unit , 

and so on. Eventually, the las t unit of the chain will be connected 

to the first unit so that a complete circuit is formed. 

The above is only a genesis of an idea, but it does appear 

that a workable system could be devised. 

The advantages of this scheme are chiefly due to the in 

termittent operation of the diode, which results in an alternating 

current whose voltage can be increased to be more compatible 

with the propulsion-unit requirements, and the fact that if the 

diode is to be operated intermittently, the propulsion unit must 

a l so be operated intermittently if it is to be tied in closely with 

the diode uni t . It i s , of course , not immediately obvious that 

it is necessary to have such c lose connections between the 

conversion units and the propulsion un i t s . 

There appears to be one advantage in a pulsed propulsion 

unit in that neutralization of the ions after ejection may be faci l 

i t a ted . The average thrust of a unit wil l , of course , be l ess than 
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if it were operated continuously under the same condit ions. 

In a manner comparable to the cesium diode c a s e , the 

magnetohydrodynamic thermal energy conversion schemes are 

similar to some of the magnetohydrodynamic propulsion ideas , 

However, s ince both the conversion schemes and the propul

sion ideas are so intangible at present , it is difficult to work 

on the problems of combined sys tems . Such systems certainly 

cannot be ruled out of the realm of poss ib i l i t i es . 

CONCLUSION 

There is sufficient promise in the wholly or partially 

integrated systems that they cannot be disregarded and while 

it may be poss ible and reasonable to design the reactor as a 

separate ent i ty , such a course may lead to designs which com

pare unfavorably with integrated des igns . 
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APPENDIX C 

COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 

The concept of using sate l l i te vehicles as relay stat ions 

in long d is tance communication networks has long been studied 

by sc ien t i s t s and engineers . Until recently these studies have 

been academic exerc ises because the bas ic technology of sa te l l i te 

veh ic l e s , which are the key system component, was not suffi

ciently advanced to consider an actual hardware program. This 

situation i s , however, rapidly changing and agencies which are 

in a position to init iate actual programs, as in the case of ARPA, 

have either initiated hardware programs or in other cases are 

considering initiating programs. Two somewhat different and 

interesting examples are given in the following paragraphs: 

The following is quoted from an art icle entitled "The Radio 

Voices of Space" which appeared in the March 1960 i ssue of 

the magazine SPACE AGE. 

"The Russians have proposed a system of international 

TV using three stationary sa te l l i t es (they rotate with the earth) 

22,000 miles above the ear th. This system, described las t 

year in the Russian magazine RADIO by engineer V. Petrov, cal ls 

for each of the three sa te l l i tes to house elaborate TV receiving 

equipment and a 10,000 watt TV transmitter. Signals would be 

transmitted, say , from the U . S . to one satel l i te overhead. The 

U . S . sa te l l i te would relay the signal to another satel l i te hovering 

45,000 miles away over Russia or China which would then r e -
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broadcast the signal back to earth. Elaborate computations were 

given by Petrov to compensate for the slow drift of the sa te l l i t e s ' 

plane around the ear th . This whole idea might strike you as being 

a product of the lat ter day Jules Verne; however, it should be s e r 

iously considered in view of a report which appeared in December 

1958 in AFTENPOSTEN, Norway's largest daily newspaper, and 

a l so in a bulletin from the Office of Technical Services of the U . S . 

Department of Commerce." The item went on to present evidence 

that Russia was experimenting with TV transmissions or relay 

t ransmissions from an artificial sa te l l i t e . 

From ELECTRONIC NEWS, May 9, 1960, at an annual 

Forum of National Aeronautical Electronics conference held in 

May, Gen, J. T. Best ic , Deputy Chief, Electronics, USAF, 

d i scussed military interests in space communications. In his 

ta lk, he noted that polar sa te l l i tes would offer new, fail-safe 

command and control of SAC aircraft. He also predicted that we 

are approaching an economically competitive situation in which 

equatorial sa te l l i t es can do the job of conventional techniques . 

As an example, he pointed out that a Pacific cable which is not 

feasible at the present estimated cost of $420,000,000 can soon 

be replaced more economically by a communication satel l i te s y s 

tem. 

All of this seems to indicate that in the reasonably near 

future , serious com sat programs will be initiated for commercial 

purposes and system design teams will be undertaking the design 

of such sys t ems . As part of this effort, these designers will be 
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concerned with the select ion of an APU system and will undoubted

ly consider the use of SNAP. 

At the present time a system engineer concerned with the 

design of a space system is very much constrained to think in 

terms of technical feas ibi l i ty . Many of the key components of 

his system have technical limitations concerning other parts of 

the sys tem. This si tuation resul ts for the most part in the r e l e 

gation of many economic considerations to a position of secondary 

importance in overall system des ign . (This is not to say that the 

system designer is not aware or not concerned with fundamental 

economic considerations for he obviously i s . The program must 

be deemed to economically feasible and is funded on the bas is 

of broad economic cons idera t ions . We are concerned here with 

more detailed economic considerations associa ted with optimi

zation of a system from an economic standpoint.) 

As man progresses in the field of space technology as he 

has in other technological f ie lds , he will undoubtedly find that 

the systems that he des igns must enter into economic competition 

and that his system design becomes more and more influenced by 

economic cons idera t ions . The economic optimization of a system 

at this s tage is further complicated by the fact that the range of 

technical choice has been greatly enhanced by technical progress . 

That part of the technical progress that is of particular 

concern at this time is the advent of SNAP units for application 

to space sys tems . The particular advantage of SNAP units that 

is of interest to the system engineer concerned with space systems 
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is the potential they offer for a long-l ived, reliable and continu

ous high power source . With the advent of SNAP uni t s , system 

engineers will find their horizons considerably broadened from 

what they are now. The technical disadvantages of present APU 

systems are well-known and need not be particularly d i scussed . 

In many cases these disadvantages have been overcome by enhan

cing the capabil i ty of other system components to achieve s a t i s 

factory system performance. Sometimes at moderate cost but 

more often at very high cos t s indeed. However, the system d e 

signer did not have to be greatly concerned by this fact s ince in 

general , he had no a l te rna t ive . Particularly if, as has usually 

been the c a s e , he had a tight schedule to meet . However, as 

has been said before, designers of future systems will find them

se lves more constrained to optimize their system from an economic 

standpoint and in many c a s e s , the higher power available from 

SNAP units can be used to advantage in reducing system c o s t s . 

In order to i l lustrate this point, it is probably best to show 

by specific example how system design considerations from an econ

omic standpoint can be affected by the advent of SNAP un i t s . The 

example that we have chosen for this demonstration is a possible 

"single thread" design of a com satel l i te network. This example 

is by no means offered as a com satel l i te system des ign. The 

design of a com sat system will be a very complex undertaking 

and many factors must be taken into account which have not been 

taken into account in our example, but we do believe that the 

considerations we have arrived at are valid and do serve to i l l u s -
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trate the economic advantages of a SNAP unit for at leas t one 

potential applicat ion. 

We a lso feel that this particular application, i . e . , a com 

sa t system, is one of the most important applications of s a t e l 

l i tes to human progress . A commercial com sat network has the 

potential for not only providing intercontinental wide band commun

ication l inks which are not now technically feasible but a commer

cial com sa t system a l so seems to have the potential for competing 

economically with present intercontinental links such as submarine 

c a b l e s . It has been estimated that conventional cable links cost 

$200 per voice channel mile and that a competing link using pre

sent techniques could be instal led for $300 per voice channel 

mile . If past history is any indication, system economies will 

surely be achieved which can combine to reduce the cost of a 

sa te l l i te system well below the $200 per voice channel mile given 

sufficient demand for the large capacity which can be a t ta ined. 

The $300 figure quoted was based on 96 channels . At present 

the capaci ty of the Atlantic system is only 36 channels but is 

admittedly inadequate . A, single TV link would consume 1,000 

voice channels and it seems not unthinkable that at leas t one 

TV channel could be util ized even at present for commercial pur

poses . 

Returning to our example of a com sat communications 

l ink. Fig. C-1 shows the major components of this link. 

In Fig. C-1 we have a pictorial representation of a s a t e l 

l i te vehicle having a 24-hour orbital period stationed over the 
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Atlantic. Five ground stat ions located in major population areas 

use the act ive repeater aboard the satel l i te vehicle to link them

selves together. These s t a t ions , in turn, are associa ted with a 

conventional ground distribution system to provide customer se r 

vice throughout the geographical area served. This sa te l l i te is 

a l so linked to two other sa te l l i t es which form the total system of 

three equal ly-spaced s a t e l l i t e s . 

By making a few general and admittedly somewhat a rb i 

trary assumpt ions , we can arrive at some relationships which 

allow us to examine the possible advantages of SNAP power un i t s . 

Our first bas ic assumption is the use of the 24-hour orbit. 

Systems based on the use of lower orbit al t i tudes have been and 

must continue to be examined. However, a system based on the 

24-hour orbit is generally considered to be a promising poss ib i l 

i ty . 

Our second assumption concerns the selection of a fre

quency. It is generally agreed that near optimum frequencies 

for earth to space communications lay between 300 and 3,000 

megacyc les . At lower frequencies ionospheric effects are 

troublesome; at higher frequencies atmospheric absorption is 

a limiting quant i ty . We have , therefore, arbitrarily selected 

1,700 megacycles as a probable frequency as an existing author

ized frequency for this purpose. 

Given these bas ic assumptions and bearing in mind that 

such a commercial enterprise as this Com Sat system is must be 

extremely conscious of economic factors, we are now in a pos i -
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tion to examine the effect of sa te l l i te transmitter power on ground 

stat ion cos t . 

Fig. C-2 i l lus t ra tes the relation of radiated power of the 

sa te l l i te transmitter to the ground station antenna cost which in 

the extreme case of a very large antenna, is the major factor in 

the station cos t . The three different antenna gains have been 

selected on the bas i s of the complexity of the satel l i te att i tude 

stabil izat ion requirements . 

At Odb gain, of course , there is no requirement for atti tude 

s tabi l iza t ion. At 3db gain, we i l lustrate the requirement for only 

the simplest type of at t i tude stabil ization to keep the vehicle 

pointed only generally in the direction of the earth. At 16db gain 

and greater, the vehicle must be stabilized within a few degrees 

at al l t imes . 

From the chart we can see that the case of very low power 

introduces a high cost factor for ground station ins ta l la t ions . How

ever, moderate ground station cos t s do appear to be achievable 

with the case of moderate power for a stabilized vehicle and with 

unstabi l ized vehicles for power requirements of the order of those 

avai lable with SNAP 2 . The radiated power shown here must, of 

course , be multiplied by some factor such as 5 to arrive at an 

approximation of the total APU requirements. Then for a bas ic 

antenna cost of $50 ,000 , we have a 3,000 watt APU requirement 

for an unstabil ized vehicle and a 50 watt plus stabil ization r e 

quirement for a stabil ized veh ic le . 

The foregoing considerat ions assume a vehicle capabili ty 
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for 300 voice channels and 1 video channel (Bandwidth 4 mc). How

ever, if past history is any indication, this system will open new 

markets for communication services with an attendant increase 

in bandwidth requirements which must be compensated for by en

larging the ground station antenna, increased vehicle s tab i l i za 

tion and greater transmitting antenna gain or an increase in the 

vehicle power with the increase in vehicle power being most prob

ably the leas t costly of the a l te rna t ives . 
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